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his knoll, if it is required — it may to the barber's with
the Laird's hebdomadal beard — and Packwood would
have thought it the easier job of the two.
I saw Blackwood yesterday, and Hogg the day before,
and I understand from them you think of resigning the
Chronicle department of the Magazine. Blackwood told
me that if you did not like that part of the duty, he
would consider himself accountable for the same sum he
had specified to you for any other articles you might
communicate from time to time. He proposes that Hogg
should do the Chronicle: He will not do it so well as
you, for he wants judgment and caution, and likes to
have the appearance of eccentricity where eccentricity
is least graceful; that, however, is Blackwood's affair.
If you really do not like the Chronicle, there can be no
harm in your giving it up. What strikes me is, that
there is a something certain in having such a department
to conduct, whereas you may sometimes find yourself at
a loss *when you have to cast about for a subject every
month. Blackwood is rather in a bad pickle just now —
sent to Coventry by the trade, as the booksellers call
themselves, and all about the parody of the two beasts.1
properly Lockbreist; but in the neighborhood he was generally known
as Laird Lauchie — or Lauchie Langlegs. Washington Irving "describes
him in Ms Abbotsford, with high gnsto. He was a most absurd origi-
nal.
1 An article in one of the early numbers of Blackwood's Magazine, enti-
tled The Chaldee MS., in which the literati and booksellers of Edinburgh
were quizzed en masse — Scott himself among the rest. It was in this
lampoon that Constable first saw himself designated in print by the sobri-
quet of " The Crafty," long before bestowed on him by one of his own most
eminent Whig supporters j but nothing nettled him so much as the pas-
sages in which he and Blackwood are represented entreating the support
of Scott for their respective Magazines, and waved off by " the Great Ma-
gician " in the same identical phrases of contemptuous indifference. The
description of Constable's visit to Abbotsf ord may be worth transcribing —
for Sir David Wilkie, who was present when Scott read it, says he was
almost choked with laughter, and he afterwards confessed that the Chal-
dean author had given a sufficiently accurate version of what really passed
on the occasion: —
" 26. But when the Spirits were gone, he (The Crafty) said unto himself,

